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Statutory Interpretation-Church and State-Income Tax Act-Clergy
Housing Deduction : The Clergy Residence Deduction Cases.
M.H. Ogilvie*
Introduction
The extent to which a court should stray from the express words of
legislation andtheirpriorjudicialinterpretationby ahighercourt to accommodate
fact situations unanticipated when the legislation was enacted, was the broad
question in the six related decisions of Bowman J.T.C.C., in what might be
called collectively, The Clergy Residence Deduction Cases., Concerned with
the scope of application of s. 8(1)(c) of the Income Tax Act,z these six cases,
relating to 46 taxpayers, dealt with the extension of the deduction to persons
involved in various types of Christian "employment"3 beyond the traditional
categories of ordained minister, priest or religious, originally contemplated
when the legislation was first enacted in 1949.4 The ongoing fragmentation of
Protestantism in the course ofthis century and the resulting growth in numbers
and variety of sects and parachurch organizations with ministries directed to
special groups, such as university students or the mentally disabled, rendered s.
8(1)(c) less obviously . inclusive of these contemporary types of Christian
organization and activity than had been the case when the legislation was first
enacted. Until the mid 20th century, the religious landscape of Canada was
dominated by fiver large Protestant Churches as well as the Roman Catholic
Church ; the tiny Protestant denominations and parachurch groups then present
were largely self-marginalized and their "clergy" received tax relief on a caseby-case basis.

M.H. Ogilvie, of the Department Law, Carleton University, Ottawa, Ontario.
I have adopted this phrase to encompass the six cases in which the decisions are
explicitly interrelated: Austin v. The Queen [1999] 99 D.T.C. 710 (T.C.C.); McGorman v.
The Queen [1999199 D.T.C. 699 (T.C.C.) ; Kraft v. The Queen [1999] 99 D.T.C. 693
(T.C.C.); Alemu v . The Queen [1999] 99 D.T.C. 714 (T.C.C.); Fitch v. The Queen [1999]
99 D.T.C. 721(T .C.C.);Koop v. The Queen [1999] 99 D.T.C. 707 (T.C.C.). Approximately
70 cases were started but in the end 46 remained untilthe final adjudication. The six cases
are arrangedin groups in relation to the particular words of s . 8 (1)(c) with which each case
was concerned: McGorman applied to two taxpayers ; Kraft to six taxpayers ;Alemu to 25
taxpayers ; Fitch to three taxpayers; and Koop to nine taxpayers .
R.S.C. 1985 (5th Supp.).
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Most of the taxpayers involved in these actions, and others affected by
them, had originally been treated as eligible for the clergy residence deduction
by Revenue Canada, whose own internal assessments accommodated the
evolving variety of Christian ministry . However, they were reassessed in light
of the decision by the Federal Court-Trial Division in Zylstra, et al. v. The
Queen, 6 in which McKay J. restricted the application of s. 8(1)(c) to clergy as
historically understood by the larger Protestant Churches and the Roman
Catholic Church to mean ordained ministers, priests and professed religious.
The Clergy Residence Deduction Cases were brought to test thatinterpretation
of s. 8(1)(c) andthe complainants were chosen to represent as wide a variety of
fact situations as possible to establish judicial guidelines for a contemporary
construction of the section.
While all but four of the taxpayers were successful, this victory for the
Evangelical community inCanada mayhave come at a significantprice notonly
for the Christian Churches generally but also for the administration of the law
in Canada . Bowman J.T.C.C.'s decisions "read in" meanings to the legislative
language that are at considerable, ifnot complete, variance with the technical,
that is, theological meanings of the words in s. 8(1)(c); the rules of statutory
interpretation seemed stretched beyond reason. Again, Bowman J.T.C.C.'s
dismissal of a binding decision rendered by a higher court as personal opinion,
could, if widely adopted as a judicial technique for distinguishing allegedly
distinctive cases,,bring an end to the common law as everyjudgebecomes alaw
unto herself. Again, on the assumption that Parliament originally adopted
technical theological language to describe the categories of persons who might
benefit from the deduction, deliberate judicial renunciation of that_ statutory
purpose raises grave questions about the constitutional balance between the
legislative andjudicial brandies. Bowman J.T.C.C.'s decision on behalf of the
Evangelical communitymight, ironically, giventhe complaints ofthat community
about its exercise in other contexts, be considered as an extreme example of
contemporary "judicial activism ."
Various gratuitous comments sprinkled about these six decisions further
suggest that the characterization in law of these Christian institutions for tax
purposes may prove unhappy both for the future characterization in law of
Christianity generally as well as for the relationships among the Christian
Churches in Canada. Bowman J.T.C.C. appears to regard social good works as
3 'For the currentlegal difficulties in characterizing in civillaw therelationships
ofclergy and church, see: M.H. Ogilvie, "Christian Clergy andtheLaw ofEmployment :
Office-Holders, Employees or Outlaws" (Spring 1999) 3 :1 J. of the Church Law
Association 2.
4 The 1948 Income Tax Act c.52 s.11(1) as am . by S.Ç. 1949 (2nd Sess .), c. 25, s. .
4(2) .
5 Anglican, Baptist, Lutheran, Presbyterian, United Church .
6 [1994] 94 D.T.C. 6687 (F.C.T.D.); aff'd. subnom. McRae v. The Queen [1997197
D.T.C. 5124 (F.C.A.).
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the underlying rationale for the extension of the deduction to the taxpayers and
in aid of this argument, for example, casts aspersions, which might fairly be
called anti-Catholic, onreligious orders, whose members are expressly covered
by the legislation, on the basis that they serve no social purpose other than the
welfare of their members .? By gutting Christianity of its spiritual and moral
core in this way, the learned judge may prove, in the fulness of time, to have
contributed to the diminishment in law of Christianity as a religion$ as well as
tothe increase inrivalry among Christian denominations ; that is, these decisions
have the potential to profoundly harm the very Christian organizations Bowman
J.T.C.C. so eagerly wished to assist.
Moreover, while Revenue Canada has decided not to appeal the decisions,
but work with the churches to develop guidelines for theirimplementation, the
current public debate about the use of the tax system for public policy purposes
must inevitably include the issue of why Christian clergy as well as clergy of
other religious institutions should continue to be accorded a tax benefit not
granted to other taxpayers, who thereby, involuntarily, are obliged to finance
religious activities of which they may not approve.
The Facts
Section 8(1)(c) of the Income Tax Act provides that certain stipulated
members of the clergy may deduct from their income the value of the living
accommodation provided to them by virtue oftheiremployment or the rentpaid
for living accommodation or the fair rental value ofaccommodation owned by
the member ofthe clergy while in employment as amember ofthe clergy. Prima
facie, the purpose of the legislation is to exempt from taxation the benefit
derived fromrent-free occupation ofa manse, rectory or parsonage suppliedby
a congregation orparish, or its market equivalent. The assumption is that such
property is used for the general benefit of the congregation or parish ; it is also
widely thought, especially in the Christian community, that the deduction was
designed to off-setthe low stipends traditionally paid to clergy .9 If that were the
case, then the deduction would also constitute an indirect state support for those
denominations whose clergy qualify, funded by all taxpayers generally .

See especially : Koop, supra note 1 at 708 .
See also: M.H. Ogilvie, "Who Do You Say That You Are? Courts, Creeds and
Christian Identity" (Winter 2000) 3 :2 J. Church Law Association 146 .
See, for example, the comments in the press on these decisions from various
members ofthe Christian community : I. Hunter, "Religion and the Bench", National Post,
(8 April 1999) A19 ; J. Tibbetts, "Employees of Religious Groups Win Battle for Tax
Breaks", National Post, (1 June 1999) A4; and A. Drache, "Revenue Revises Rules for
Clergy", National Post, (8 June 1999) D4. Bowman J.T.C.C. also subscribes to this view
and it is a reason for his sympathy to the claimants as stated below.
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At issue in these cases were the classes of persons who might claim the
benefit. To qualify, a two-fold test set out in s. 8(1)(c) mustbe satisfied insofar
as a taxpayer must enjoy a particular status and perform a-particular function .
The status test requires that the taxpayer be : (i) a member of the clergy ; (ii) a
memberofareligious order; or, (iii)aregularminister ofareligious denomination .
The function test requires that the taxpayer be :. (i) in charge of, or ministering
to, adiocese, parish or congregation; or, (ii) engaged infull-time administrative
service, by appointment of a religions order or religious denomination .
The Act does .not define these, although previous cases had found that the
deduction could be claimed by an ordained minister serving as a chaplain at a
privateschool, which constituted"ministeringto a congregation ;" lo . an ordained
minister serving as, a chaplain at an interdenominational Bible college, which
also constituted"ministering to acongregation;" 11 and an unordained Christian
education leader in a United Church of Canada congregation. 12 Although an
ordained minister teaching at a theological college was also permitted by the
Tax.Appeal Board to claim the deduction, 13 Parliament subsequently denied
thatpossibility by adding the function tests set out above, 14 thereby suggesting
that "ministering" is important to qualify.
Subsequently, ordained clergy whotaught atinterdenominational seminaries
were also denied the benefit on the ground that the seminaries were not
"religious orders" and that the function tests were not satisfied.15 The benefit
had also been. denied to a lay pastoral minister in a Roman Catholic parish
because her appointment at the pleasure of her bishop meant she did not have
sufficient permanence to bea "regular minister," 16 andto a layregional director
of an interdenominational missionary organization on the grounds that it was
not a "religious order" and that he was not "ministering to a congregation ." 17
Although an interpretation bulletinl8 and a Revenue Canada directive19 had
been issued to give guidance as to Revenue Canada's understanding of the
meanings of the status and function tests-, the ambiguity in those guidelines is
patent, as Bowman J.T.C.C. repeatedly asserted .
Essentially, five phrases were required to be defined by the learned judge
in the 46 individual cases determined . Prior to examining how the court
s

to Attwell v. M.N.R . [1967167 D.T .C . 611 (T.A.B .) .

Adam v: M
.N.R . [1974174 D.T .C. 1220 (T .A .B .) .
Kolot v. The Queen [1992192 D.T .C. 2391(T .C.C .) .
13 Guthrie v. M.N.R . [1955155 D.T .C . 605 (T .A.B .) .
14 S .C. 1956, c..39, s. 3(5) .
is Zylstra Estate v. M.N.R. [1989189 D.T .C . 657 (T .C .C.) ; Small v. M.N.R. [1989]
89 D.T .C . 663 (T.C .C.) ; Zylstra, supra note 6; McRae, supra note 6.
16 Hardy v. The Queen [1998] 98 D.T.C. 3358 (T.C .C .) .
17 Oligny v. The Queen [ 1996] 2 C.T.C . 2666 (T .C .C .) . .
18 IT-141 (31 December 1973).
19 Directive TIP 92-02.
11

12
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interpreted each of the five and the interpretative, constitutional and policy
issues implicit in those interpretations, it seems useful to summarize the
categories of persons found by the court to be eligible for the tax benefits
pursuant to each of the phrases in s. 8(1)(c) .
"Member of the clergy" is no longer restricted to a person who is ordained
after anextensive education, typically, atuniversity, but also covers commended
workers for the Plymouth Brethren;20 arecognized minister (unordained) in the
Church ofChrist;21 andstaffmembers ofYouthfor Christ, who are "credentialed"
by that organization to work with street youth.22 "Member of a religious order"
is no longer restricted to a person who is a professed member of a Roman
Catholic, Anglican or Orthodox order, as traditionally understood, but now
includes an overseas missionary sponsored by a Baptist mission board as the
religious order;23 a minister sponsored by a parachurch organization which
engages in missionary work among Somalis in Canada as the religious order- 24
the employees ofChristian Horizons, a non-profit corporation which runs group
homes for the mentally disabled and is funded almost entirely by the Ontario
government, 25 as well as Youth for Christ staff members .26 A "regular
minister" isno longerrestricted to anordainedperson ofareligious denomination,
but also includes a director of music at a Pentecostal congregation27 and a
commended worker of the Plymouth Brethren employed by a parachurch
organization to provide various clergy services to a variety of evangelical
congregations .28
"Ministering to a congregation" may now include being a director of
music;29 engaging in interchurch missionary work;30 being an overseas
missionary as a hospital administrator ;31 serving as minister of several
congregations of one denomination;32 serving as a chaplain at a correctional
facility withareligiously heterogeneous inmate population;33 beinganemployee
of a parachurch organization providing clergy services to various evangelical
congregations ;34 being an employee ofa parachurch organization working with
20
21

22
23
24

25
26
27
2s
29
30

31

32
33
34

Kraft, supra note 1; Koop, supra note 1 .
Fitch, supra note 1.
Koop, supra note 1 at 708 .
McGorman, supra note 1.
Ibid.
Alemu, supra note 1 at 715 and 716 .
Koop, supra note 1 at 708 .
Austin, supra note 1.
Kraft, supra note 1 .
Austin, supra note 1.
Kraft, supra note 1 .
McGonnan, supra note 1 at 700 .
Kraft, supra note 1 at 696 .
Ibid.
Ibid.
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various native communities. 35 serving as a chaplain to various. Christian
Horizons group homes;36 and being a Youth for Christ staff member working
with street youth in various
'
community-based projects.37
"Full-time administrative service by appointment of a religious order or
religious denomination" now includes being a Baptist overseas missionary ;38
being the president of a Bible college whose board is controlled by a religious
denomination although the appointment is made by the board;39 and being
senior officers employed by Christian Horizons as the appointing religious
order. 4 o
Clearly, Bowman J.T.C.C. has expanded the scope of s. 8(1)(c) beyond the
traditional concept of Christian clergy, predominantwhenthe section was first
enacted, of the ordained minister or priest serving a single congregation or
parish by appointment of the appropriate church authority. Examination of the
learnedjudge's approach to statutory interpretation reveals, how he came to his
controversial conclusions andthelarger constitutional and policy issues implicit
in them. Given the number of individual cases adjudicated, in relation to each
phrase only several examples have been chosen for discussion for their
illustrative value.
The "Status" Test

a) , "Member. ofthe Clergy"
One of the less controversial expansions of the- words in s. 8(l)(c) is of the
statutory phrase "member of the clergy" to include persons who are not
"ordained" as well as those who are. The extension of the concept of "clergy"
from those denominations which "ordain" to those which do not "ordain" their
leaders might fairly be said to accord with understandings within the Christian
community about the analogous, although not necessarily theologically
equivalent, methods of setting denominational leaders apart from ordinary
members and adherents.,In Kraft, two taxpayers claimed to satisfy the status
requirement as "commended workers" of the Plymouth Brethren, a status
obtained after doctrinal examination and a ceremony involving thelaying onof
hands, 41 andwhich brings with it a formal letter of commendation andofficial
35
36
37
38
39
40

Ibid. at 695.
Alemu, supra note 1 at 720.
Koop, supra note 1 .
McGorman, supra note 1 .
Fitch, supra note 1.
Alemu, supra note 1 at 720.

41 The passages inthe New Testamentin which the laying on ofhands is used to set
apart for office are:Acts 6.6;13.3;1 Tim. 4.14. (as opposedto blessing (Matt. 19.15; Mark
10.16) ; healing (Mark 16.18; Acts 28 .8); conferring gifts (Acts 8.17; 19.6; Heb. 6.2)).
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enlistment as available to perform pastoral functions in a congregation. In
Zylstra, MacKay J. had declined to find a commended worker of the Plymouth
Brethren to be amember ofthe clergy for the purposes ofs. 8(1)(c) on the ground
that ordination was required to set apart "for special religious functions» 42
clergy from the laity .
A simple approach to deciding whether or not to extend s. 8(1)(c) to clergy
of denominations which do not describe their recognition processes as
"ordination" might be to ask whether a particular denomination would regard
the taxpayer as a member of its clergy, as evidenced by its constitution, and
without entering into judicial assessment of denominational criteria . Is the
taxpayer set apart in some way or regarded as set apart to perform functions not
normally performed by all other members at large, regardless of how the
taxpayer is set apart? Application ofeitherthe ordinary meaning43 or purposive
approach44 tests for statutory interpretation would then produce an inclusive
result for most denominations without being either an implausible45 or
unreasonable46 approach to the legislation.
Notwithstanding thatthe Income Tax Act does not stipulate "ordination" as
the test for being a "member of the clergy," Bowman J .T.C.C. devote d
considerable attention to establishing why ordination was not required to
benefit from the clergy residence deduction. By so doing, the learned judge got
himself into deeper trouble than the legislation warrants . "Ordination" is a
notoriously tricky word to define, or even to understand, and there would appear
to be as many meanings as there are Christian denominations . Ironically,
however understood theologically, the laying on of hands, as practised by the
Plymouth Brethren, is the most visible action associated with ordination ;
without inquiry into its meaning for aparticular denomination, the learnedjudge
might have relied upon this action alone as evidence of the separated status of
the taxpayers .
Nevertheless, Bowman J.T.C.C. decided to explore the meaning of
ordination, and suggested that too strong an emphasis on formal ritual is
characteristic of churches with hierarchical structures and concepts of clerical
spiritual superiority over the laity. He thought it generally praiseworthy that
churches which eschewed the use of the word "ordination" also eschewed
ascribing spiritual superiority to their clergy and related this rejection of
ordination to evangelical rejection of the authority of the Roman Catholic
Church .47 Notwithstanding these otherwise superfluous remarks, he concluded
42 Supra note 6 at 6694.
43 R. Sullivan, Driedger on the Construction ofStatutes, 3rded. (Toronto, 1994), ch.
44
45

46
47

Ibid., ch. 2.
Ibid , ch . 4.
Ibid., ch. 3.
graft, supra note 1 at 694 . Thelearned judge did not consider the converse, that is,

the spiritual pride of inverted spiritual snobbery!
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that to be a member of the clergy for s. 8(1)(c), it was necessary that there be
some format act of recognition setting the taxpayer apart from other members
as a spiritual leader 48 In other words, ordination (however denominated or
defined)!
To arrive atthe uncontroversial conclusion that a member.ofthe clergy for
the purposes of s. 8(1)(c) is simply a person recognized as such by a particular
denomination (with or . without "ordination"), Bowman
took a
roundabout routeinvolving self-contradiction as well asinvidiousand superfluous
comments about other Christian denominations, perhaps demonstrating his
own denominational preferences. Yet, once it is accepted that a definition of
clergy for the purposes of the legislation need not require use of the word
"ordination" as à defining characteristic, the decision as to inclusion in the
legislation is simple . Indeed, had MacKay J. clarified that ordination might
encompass various processes of recognition of being set apart for special
functions, the issue might never have arisen in the invidious manner in which
it did in.Kraft.
In the case ofthe othertaxpayer whose status as a memberof theclergy was
disputed, the absence of any formal ceremony did not prove an obstacle to
recognition as amember ofthe clergy becausethe denomination concernedwas
found by Bowman J.T.C.C . to recognize him as set apart for pastoral and
spiritual functions .49
Although an inclusive approach to thedefinition of clergy for s. 8(1)(c) was
unavoidable, either on an ordinary meaning or purposive approach to the
legislation, the impossibility inherent in that definition to distinguish who in
certain denominations is really,clergy from who is not is apparent in relationto
those denominations which claim that all adultmale members are clergy, as do
the Jehovah's Witnesses and the Hutterites, and would, therefore, claim tax
relief, or to be relieved from jury duty or from conscripted military service or
from disclosing confidences when called to give evidence in court. In the case
ofs. 8(1)(c) the second requirementoffunction willlikely preclude difficulties
but inlegal contexts wherestatus alone is the basis of a claim, a more technical
definition of "clergy" may be required than the one proposed by Bowman
J.T.C.C.
While Bowman J.T.C.C.'s final conclusion as to the meaning of "member
of the clergy" in,s. 8(l)(c) is appropriate to its narrow purpose, his dismissal of
the definition provided by the Federal Court-Trial Division in Zylstra and his
gratuitous sectarian comments remain disconcerting inrelation to the integrity
of the common law and stare decisis as well as the credibility of the courts
resulting from his expressed religious opinions .

48
49

Ibid. at 695.
Fitch, supra note 1 at 728.
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"Regular Minister of a Religious Denomination"

Thats. 8(1)(c) distinguishes a "regularministerofareligious denomination"
from a "member of the clergy" suggests that two quite different categories of
persons, albeitundefined bythe legislation, are intended. That a single taxpayer
might concurrently fit into both categories was acknowledged in Kraft and
Fitch. In both cases, the taxpayers met the court's test for clergy because so
recognized by their respective denominations, and were found also to be regular
ministers forless obvious reasons .The taxpayers werenot serving congregations,
but were, respectively, employees of various parachurch organizations and a
Bible college president . Thus, it may be assumed that "regular minister" has
some expanded definition beyond ministering to a single congregation ormultipoint pastoral charge; "minister" is not simply a synonym for "clergy" and
"regular" does not simply mean engaged in usual, full-time employment within
a denomination. On the other hand, Bowman J.T.C.C. appears to think in these
cases that being a member of the clergy makes a taxpayer also a regular
minister,so so it is difficult on these bases alone to know how they are
distinguishable for s. 8 (1)(c) .
Most of the legal analysis of "regular minister" is found in Austin, in which
the taxpayer was a minister of music at a Pentecostal congregation. The
Pentecostal Assembliesrecognize specialized ministries suchas music, education
and visitation, and require educational qualifications and "credentialing" of
those involved in such ministries as distinct from ordained ministers . To
determine whether the taxpayer was a "regular minister," Bowman J.T.C.C.
statedthe testto be the "structure andpractices ofthe particulardenomination", 51
that is, the same test as for a "member of the clergy." The learned judge then
decided that the taxpayer was "regular" because he attended regularly and on a
full-time basis to his duties . Thus, it must be assumed that"regular" refers to the
frequency of engagement in the ministry, andnot to its conformity with the type
of ministry within that denomination . The learned judge then determined that
the definition of"minister" did not require "ordination," provided the taxpayer
was, in someway, recognized as aspiritual leader in the denomination.sz In this
regard, he adopted the definition of "regular minister" as set out in Soltmarsh
v. Adoir, 53 as one who : (i) performs spiritual duties; (ii) is appointed by a body
or person with legitimate authority to appoint orordain ministers ; and (iii) is in
a position of some permanence. Itmay be noted that in the larger context of that
case, the first criteria was defined so as to encompass duties restricted to

Kraft, supra note 1 at 696; Fitch, supra note 1 at 728.
Austin, supra note 1 at 713.
52
Ibid. at 713-14.
53 [1942] J.C. 58 (H .C.) per Lord Normand L.J.-G at
. 64 ; per Lord Moncrieff at 66 .
ee also: Greenlees v. A.G. Canada [1945] O.R . 411(H .C); affd. [1946] O.R. 90 (C .A .) ;
leave to appeal refused [1946] S .C .R. 462; Hardy, supra note 16 .
So
SI
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"ordained" ministers at the time the case was decided, so it may not be an
appropriate authority for the point Bowman J.T.C .C. wished to make .
Effectively, the meaning of "clergy" and of "minister" are either identical
or "clergy" constitutes one category of "minister ." "Regular" appears to add
only some notion ofregularity, continuity or permanency inthe actual position
held, which need not be within a particular denomination. It is now simple to
understand why the conclusion in Kraft and Fitch that the taxpayers were both
was reached so easily .
It may then be wondered how the status qualification of being a regular
ministerdiffersfromthefunction qualificationof"ministeringto acongregation;"
these appear to be fused in the view of the learnedjudge as well .However, since
a similar conclusion has been reached. about the meaning of "regular minister"
in other recent cases,54 it must be the considered view of the courts that
"minister," for the purposes of s. 8(1)(c), is not limited to the use of that word
by Protestant denominations which call their ordained clergy "minister" but
means something akin to any specialized service performed by those set apart
for that function from the laity of any religious denomination.
Paradoxically, had the courts retained a distinction between "ordained"
clergy, who perform sacramental and preaching functions, and ministers, who
engage in various ministries or services, the special status accorded to ordained
clergy by most denominations would have been respected by a tax law which
also adopts an inclusive attitude to the varieties of ministry found in religious
denominations. Byassimilating ministries, Bowman J .T.C .C. hasknowingly or
unknowingly, adopted an approach to ministry characteristic of those 201
h
centuryEvangelicaldenominations, which entertainaradical egalitarian attitude
toward vocation and ministry, in contrast to the stratified view of the clerical
function and status in the historic Churches of the Reformation and in Roman
Catholicism, in which priestly concepts of the clerical function are to a greater
or lesser extent held . The levelling down ofministry and clergy constitutes an
interpretation of s. 8(1)(c) which may not have been intended by Parliament in
1949 and is not entertained by many Christian Churches today.
c)

"Member...ofa Religious Order"

The question ofwhether statutorywords should be given, atechnical, in this
case, traditional theological meaning, or an ordinary meaning,- ifthat is even
different, for the purposes of the Income_Tax Act,- was particularly acute in
relation to "religious orders" in s.8(1)(c) .55 In Zylstra, the phrase had been
54 Small v . M.N.R. (1989) 89 D .T .C. 663 (T.C .C.) ; Kolot, supra note 12; Zylstra,
supra note 15 ; Hardy, supra note 16 .
5s Itshould benotedthat theword "order" was replaced by "institute" by the Christian
denomination most noted for religious communities, the Roman Catholic Church, in the
1983 Code of Canon Law, cc . 573-746 .
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interpreted in a technical fashion to mean the historic religious communities
within a particular church whose character is distinctive within the church it
serves andwhoseprimary purpose is theserviceof God throughworship, prayer
and devotion.56 Thus, faculty members of a Bible college had been found not
to be members of a religious order because theirprimarypurpose was education
and both they and the student body were multi-denominational . In an earlier
case, Hutterite colonies were also found not to be religious orders because,
although religiouslymotivated,their primarypurpose wasfoundtobefarming57
RevenueCanada had treated the taxpayers inquestion as members ofareligious
order in previous tax years and governed its assessments in accordance with a
vague definition of religious orders in IT-141 : "The term `religious order'
means a group of people bound by the same religious, moral and social
regulations and discipline, such as an order of monks."58
Four categories oftaxpayers claimed to be members ofreligious orders : an
overseas Baptist missionary sponsored by a Baptist mission board, as the
religious order;59 a Mennonite pastor employed by a parachurch organization
to work with Somali refugees in Toronto;60 the employees of Christian
Horizons ;61 and the employees of Youth for Christ. 62 The organizations by
which these taxpayers were employed were said to be "religious orders" and
each was said to have requirements setting their members apart from ordinary
Christians . Prior to these actions, although the organizations themselves had
been treated by Revenue Canada as if they were religious orders for tax
purposes, they did not so identify themselves nor do they describe themselves
as such in their respective constitutional documents .
The Baptist missionary made a public affirmation of her dedication to
missionary work as a full-time, lifetime commitment, but no evangelical vows
of celibacy, obedience or poverty were required ; the remuneration was meagre
but adequate . The Somali worker was also required to make a full-time
commitment to his employing organization and accept its doctrinal statement,
and while his remuneration was also adequate, he was also not required to take
the evangelical vows. The employees of Christian Horizons were required to
subscribe toadoctrinal statementandconform to Christianlifestyle requirements
as a part of their contract of employment, and their salaries, like the salaries
generally of those who provide care, were not large; they were free to leave the
employment at any time and did not take the evangelical vows. The Youth for
Christ employees were "credentialed" by that organization but appear not to
supra note 6 at 6693 .
Wipfv . MN.R. (1973) 73 D.T.C. 5558 (F.C.T.D.); revs'd on other grounds (1975)
75 D.T.C. 5034 (F.C.A.).
5s Supra note 18, s. 2.
59 McGorman, supra note 1.
56
57

60
61
62

Ibid.

Alemu, supra note 1.
Koop, supra note 1 .
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make a long-term commitment to employment by it and did not take the
evangelical vows.
None of these groups would satisfy the criteria for religious orders set out
inZylstrabecausethey arenotunique communities within alarger denomination
but rather parachurch organizations devoted primarily to. . social work,
notwithstanding any religious motivations; even .a Baptist missionary board
does nothave a unique character in relation to Baptist congregations but merely
carries out the evangelical work all, Christians are expected to perform. Social
work, not worship, prayer and devotion, is the focus of all four groups .
Bowman J.T.C.C. rejectedthe definition of "religious orders" applied inthe
earlier cases of binding authority on him and devised instead his own six-part
definition in McGorman, which he then applied in the other cases . He did so
after deciding that the words ins. 8(l)(c) were not necessarilyused in atechnical
sense, while conceding that the court should not deny itself expert evidence
where statutory construction "is basedinpartupon concepts that are fundamental
to religious observances and practices that have developed over millennia." 63
In his view, it was ."at least informative" to know how words which deal
"broadly speaking, withecclesiastical concepts" 64 are defined by the experts in
the field, although it is for the court to determine their meaning! He reviewed
the evidence provided by the two experts which each side called and favoured
theopinions ofthe two called bythe taxpayers over the two called by the Crown.
He dismissed the definition in Zylstra as the personal opinionofthe judge65 and
the evidence about the distinctive characteristics of religious orders in those
churches which have always been acknowledged to have them, especially the
requirement of the evangelical vows which have marked religious orders since
their origins in the 3rd and 4th centuries 6 6 In adopting a more inclusive
definition, he declared himselfto be satisfiedby the, admittedly vague and nontheological, administrative policies and guidelines ofRevenue Canada.67 In no
case, did he ask whether the organizations described themselves as religious
orders in their respective constitutions, notwithstanding that he was content to
follow their self-characterization for other matters. That the organizationshave
asserted religious order status for the purpose of tax benefits only, might well
have disinclined another court to follow that approach here.
The six-part test was stated as follows: (i) the purpose of the order must be
primarilyreligious ; (ii) the members must adhere to a strict moral and spiritual
regime ; (iii) the commitment must be full-time and long-term; (iv) the spiritual
and moral regime must be stricter,than that in which lay members are expected

63

McGorman, supra note

6s

Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.

64 Ibid.
66
67

1 at 701.

at 702.
at 702-704.
at 704. Cf. the approach in Oligny v. R., supra note 17 .
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to live ; (v) admission must be in accordance with strict standards ofspiritual and
personal suitability ; and (vi) there should generally beasense ofcommunality .68
The learnedjudge did not document the sources fororgive reasons forthese
interesting criteria, other than to note that s. 8(1)(c) "should not be premised
upon the assumption of a legislative bias in favour of one particular
denomination."69 Thus it maybe assumed that one criterion forthe listwas that
of inclusivity. Finally, without stating the reasons for his decisions, he quickly
asserted that each ofthe fourorganizations were religious orders for the purpose
of s. 8(1)(c) and that the taxpayers, who are their employees, satisfy the status
test for the purposes of the Act.
The first criterion that the primary purpose be religious was expanded both
in McGonnan and in Alemu and Koop, in relation to the fact that almost all of
the organizations claiming to be religious orders were largely involved in social
work activities rather than in worship, devotion, preaching and prayer, or
religious activities, narrowly defined . In McGonnan, the court characterized
the activities of these organizations as one means of "propagation of the
gospel,"70 that is, they were said to be one form of expression of a religious
purpose. In Koop, the learned judge, in the same breath, expressed repeatedly
his admiration forthe street youth work ofYouth for Christ? l and his conclusion
that it was a religious order. To substantiate the likely conclusion that social
work rather than religion, narrowly understood, was for Bowman J.T.C.C . the
real reason for deeming these groups to be religious orders, the explanation for
the rejection of the claim by The Navigators, who are devoted primarily to the
conversion to Christianity of university students, is instructive, including the
negative connotation of the word "proselytize" :
Unlike Youth for Christ, which serves an importantsocial function, the solepurpose
ofTheNavigators isproselytizing . This ofitself is not a reasonfor concludingthatThe
Navigators is not a religious order. Contemplative orders serve no social function.
Theirsolepurpose is the spiritual advancement oftheir members . They are notfor this
reason alone not religious orders. Nonetheless, the absence of any social function
distinguishes The Navigators from all of the other organizations whose status as
religious orders I have had to consider72
Apparent denial by the learned judge of religious order status to contemplative
orders, the original historical religious orders, is so startling that significant
questions ought to be asked about the statutory interpretation process in these
cases. No matter which rule of statutory interpretation is applied to the phrase
"religious orders", in either its ordinary or technical sense, it should include
traditionalreligious orders, including those entirely devoted tothe contemplative
68 Ibid. at 704 .
69 Ibid.
70 Ibid.
71
72

Koop, supra note 1 at 708 .
Ibid.
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life, if it is to have any meaning at all, regardless of the absurd observations of
Bowman J.T.C.C. The question for tax purposes is whether the phrase should
be extended from "religious orders", as historically understood, to cover
organizations not so conceptualized: can a "modern" interpretation73 also be
incorporated into that phrase? There is no rule against it, so it becomes a
question of the criteria for doing so.
Bowman J.T.C.C. heard evidence about traditional and proposed
contemporary meanings ofreligious orders from four experts, two for each side,
favouring a restricted and- an expanded meaning, respectively . The former
position was stated by two witnesses who were very expert indeed, in relation
to howChristianity hashistorically understoodreligious orders : aninternationally
acknowledged canonist in the Roman Catholic Church who is also a memberof
a religious order and an adviser to the pontifical .commission which gives
authoritative interpretations ofcanonical texts andthe dean of one oftheleading
divinity faculties in the Anglican communion, who is also a recognized scholar
in the area ; in common law jurisdictions these are the two branches of
Christianity which have historically had religious orders . The latter position
was stated by a United Church minister who teaches in a. comparative religion
program and the founder, general director, chancellor of and professor at a
proprietary evangelical college,in California . The learned trial judge expressly
preferred the evidence of this fourth "expert.' ,74
The juridical reason given for an expanded meaning was that one was
reréd.75 Thus, Bowman iT.C.C . rejected the ordinary and technicalmeanings
of the phrase in favour of a novel meaning of his own devising based on a
minority academic view that Protestant missionary organizations are parallel
structures to Roman Catholic and Anglican religious orders . The academic
opinions relied upon merely state that they are parallel, and not synonymous
structures ; moreover, only the Baptist mission board, of the four, organizations
found to be religious orders ; couldbe said to be amissionary organization of the
type discussed in the academic literature relied on by the court. .
The six-part definition of a religious. order resulting from the judge's
adaptation of the expert evidence is not, moreover, a definition of either
theological soundness or practical utility. It accords with neither the ordinary
nor the technical meaning of the phrase ; it is a product of one judicial brain. In
fact, it is a description of the values and lifestyle required of all Christians and
all Christian organizations, societies and clubs, whether denominational or
parachurch. That the learnedjudge should regard his list,as capturing the more

Sullivan, supra note 43 at ch. 5.
No reasonswere given fortheirpreference or for thecurtdismissals of the evidence
given by the experts called by Revenue Canada . See : McGorman, supra note at 702 .
Unfortunately, the trial judge also does not provide the publication details, ifany, for the
"articles" on which.he relies ; see at 702 .
75 McGorman, supra note 1 at 704.
73
74
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stringent spiritual standards required to be a member of a religious order
suggests a sense ofhumour in light of his invidious comments aboutthe alleged
spiritual superiority of the religious orders requiring the evangelical vows in
perpetuity. Paradoxically, the fourth requirement of living some stricter lifestyle
than other Christians is not required of the employees of any of the groups
alleged to be religious orders in the cases since all Christians are called to live
lives of chastity, moderation in the use oftemporal goods for immediate needs
andobedience toScripture andChurch. The learned judge's suggestion otherwise
insults both ordinary members as well as members of religious orders, as
historically understood, who are required to lead stricter lives by foregoing
marriage (celibacy), forego ownership of other than necessary material
possessions (poverty), relinquish their free will to shape their own lives to the
decisions of their order and Church for their lives (obedience) .
While Bowman J.T.C.C.'s definition of religious orders is inclusive, it
might be inquired whether it complies with a purposive approach to s. 8(1)(c) .
Several of the organizations at issue, and many similar organizations, existed
when the provision first came into force in 1949, yet it is almost a half-century
later that it is first suggested that they are within the contemplation of the
section . Was itever the legislative purpose to include such organizations within
the definition of religious orders for tax benefit purposes? Moreover, the
inclusivity ofthe definition provided by the trialjudge means that almost every
ladies' guild, men's promise keepers group, Roman Catholic secular institute
or association and "out of the cold" program volunteer group could fulfil the
requirements for a religious order; so it must be asked whether their members
should also be permitted to claim the clergy residence deduction . Was it really
the intention of the legislature to be so inclusive? Even a purposive approach to
statutory interpretation results in an implausible and unreasonable result .
As stated above, it would appear thatthe only reason givenfor this inclusive
approach is judicial admiration for the social and charitable work of these
groups . This is not, however, a legal criterion by which to interpret the language
of legislation, dismiss legal precedents of binding authority, abandon common
sense or insult both members of real religious orders and ordinary Christian
laity, in order to provide an indirect tax subsidy to certain religious groups
propagating their message through the means of charitable activities at the
expense oftaxpayers generally . Whether or not religious organizations, whose
employees receive salaries within the range of average salaries in Canada, 76
should receive tax relief for social work activities not enjoyed by other
taxpayers - including taxpayers who are employed by secular agencies to do
similar work, such as care-giving - is a tax policy issue of considerable
importance raised by this decision in relation to religious orders . For these
76 The most recent statistics reported by Revenue Canada
show that for the tax year
1996 the average income of Canadians who filed tax returns was $26,000 p.a.; 80% of
Canadians earned less than$40,000 p.a. and 60% earned less than $20,000 p.a.: J. Stanford,
"The Average Canadian's Real Tax Burden", National Post (8 July 1999) C7 .
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reasons, the statutory interpretation given by Bowman J.T.C.C . demonstrates
acutely the threats posed to the integrity of the common law and the rule oflaw
by an,activist.judiciary .
Thelegal approach to the statutory meaning of "religious orders" also raises
disquieting questions about how religion is treated by the courts . As. stated
earlier, Bowman J.T.C.C. does not hesitate to make invidious comments about
some denominations in order to assist those Christian organizations he appears
to favour, thereby suggesting that iris appropriatejudicial conduct to do so. By
deliberately adopting one ideological approach to the interpretation of the
legislation, that is, the radically egalitarian understanding of ministry
characteristic of the late 20h century evangelical movement, the court has not
only ignored and undermined the subtly calibrated words of s. 8 (1)(c), which
encompass all Christian understandings of ministry across the ProtestantRoman. Catholic divide, but also thereby suggests that it is permissible for the
judiciary to express and apply personal theological preferences to the
interpretation of legislation. .
Finally, by evaluating whether a religious organization is a "religious
order" for the purposes of the Act by reference to social good works, it is
uncertain whether it is religion, as a spiritual and moral activity about ultimate
values, which is recognized in law, or good works; religion-all religions-may
have been demeaned and discounted quareligion inthe commonlaw as aresult
of these cases.77 The net conclusion that religion generally, and Christianity in
particular, has been diminished in the common law by these decisions is
difficult to avoid.
The "Function" Test
a)

"Ministering to a ...Congregation"

Once the court had determined that the status requirement of "minister" in
s. 8(1)(c) was. used in a non-technical sense, that is, it encompassed all who
provide some-type of service in a Christian organization, andwas notrestricted
to ordainedProtestant clergy, then itis unavoidablethatthefunctionrequirement
' of "ministering to a... congregation" wouldencompassvarious types ofservices
beyond those traditionally associated with ordained ministry . Section 4 of IT141 strongly hintsthat this expanded definition of"ministering" isnomorewhat
Parliament intended than it intended "minister" to mean anything other than
ordained minister :

77 Forthe argument that religion is ofno social value andtherefore should beremoved
as a charitable purpose from the law, see: J. Phillips, "Religion, Charity and Canadian
Public Law" in Fit to be Tithed 2: Reducing Risksfor Charities and Not-For-Profits, ed.
T.S. .Carter (Toronto: L.S.U.C., 1998), ch. 5.
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"Ministering to a congregation" means performing a function in relation to the
members ofa congregation similar to that performedby ministers ofthebetter known
religious denominations. For example, a cantor whose main function is to sing in
religious services is not ministering to a congregation as is a cantor who has been
trained to fulfil and is carrying out religious duties similar to those of a rabbi.
While this statement is relatively unambiguous, previous cases had opened up
the concept of"ministering" to encompass all persons who engage in religious
duties as defined by their denominations, whether or not they are ordained. 7$
Bowman J.T.C.C. followed this approach and found a wide variety of persons
to be ministering to a congregation within s. 8(1)(c).79 Two words were
required to be interpreted in reaching these conclusions, "ministering" and
"congregation."
In McGorman, the learnedjudge found that "minister" means to serve or to
attend to the needs of others,83' in relation to their spiritual and psychological
needs; it was described as "a very broad concept ."g 1 While most of the
taxpayers considered were also ordained ministers, not all were, including a
music director, an overseas missionary and credentialed staff members of a
parachurch group. Provided thetaxpayers were recognized as ministers by their
sponsoring organizations, they were considered by thecourt to be "ministering"
for the purposes of the Act. That the test in this context is function rather than
status is shown by the one taxpayer who was found not to be ministering,
although anordainedminister. The taxpayer was ateacher at aBible college and
the court found that while ministering involves teaching, teaching does not
necessarily involve ministering, especially where the primary function was
classroom teaching . 82
The same expansive approach was taken to "congregation;" IT-141, again,
encourages such when it, again, ambiguously, defines a congregation thus : "A
congregation is not defined by territorial boundaries nor by the number of
people gathered together in one place." 83 It then states that chaplains in the
armed forces or in an institution are included . However, it says nothing about
the religious composition of the congregation and, in the view of Bowman
J.T.C.C., apparently neither religious homogeneity nor even any religious
purpose is required . Thus, he found "congregation" to include the Somali
refugee community in Toronto (many of whom may not be Christian) 84 and
unchurchedstreet youthfor whomYouth for Christprovided various services. 85
78
Kolot, supra note 12 ; Hardy, supra note 16 ; Vibe v. The Queen (1997), 98 D.T .C.
1684 (T .C .C .) . Cf. Zylstra, supra note 15 and Oligny, supra note 17 .
79 Listed, supra, section 2.
so Supra note 1 at 705.
sI Ibid.
82 Fitch, supra note 1 at 727.
83 Supra note 18 at s. 5.
84 McGorman,
supra note 1 at 705.
85 Koop, supra note 1 at 708.
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These examples go well beyond the concept of "congregation" applied in the
earlier cases where thephrase "ministering to a congregation''was applied only
to single congregations of a particular denomination86 or an identifiable
Christian organization." As noted earlier in relation to other phrases in s.
8(1)(c), Bowman J.T.C.C. appears to have stretched the principles of statutory
interpretation and of stare decisis well beyond any reasonable or plausible
limits .
b)

"Full-Time Administrative Service"

The simplest and least controversial phrase in s. 8(1)(c) was the final one
with which the court dealt: "engaged exclusively in full-time administrative
service by appointment of a religious order or religious denomination ."
"Administrative service" is not as patently theologically charged aword as are
"religious order," "clergy" or "minister." Inboth a technical and anon-technical
sense itcanencompass a wide variety of administrative activity . The potentially
most controversial phrases are "religious order" and "religious organization;"
however, once the former is gutted of its religious meaning and the latter is
expanded to include bonafide agencies ofparticular denominations, decisions
aboutindividualtaxpayers are simplified. Thus, an overseas Baptistmissionary
appointed by a Baptist mission board as the administrator and director of a
medical facility in Bolivia was found. to qualify for the clergy residence
deduction while on leave in Canada .88 The presidents of Bible colleges
sponsored by specific religious denominations also succeeded where -the
college boards which appointed them were in turn appointed by the sponsoring
denomination.89 Staffworkers for ChristianHorizons engagedin administration
for that organization were also successful because they were appointed by a
religious order, that is, Christian Horizons .9() However, a commended worker
for the Plymouth Brethren who was employed by a parachurch organization to
workwith native peoples was found notto qualify because he wasnot appointed
by a religious denomination and it was not argued that the organization was a
religious order.91 But forthe finding that Christian Horizons is a religious order,
these findings are, legally uncontroversial .

86 Kolot, supra note 12; Hardy, supra note 16.
87 Vibe, supra note 78.
88 McGorman, supra note 1 at 706.
89 Fitch, supra note 1 at 727 and 728.
90 Alemu, supra note 1 at 720 .
91 Kraft, supra note 1 at 698 .
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Sonne Concluding General Observations
Notwithstanding the successful outcome inThe ClergyResidence Deduction
Casesfor certain Evangelical Christian organizations ingaining recognition for
their "clergy" for tax purposes, the means employedby the court to achieve that
outcome are disquietingly significant for certain fundamental principles of the
common law in relation to statutory interpretation, stare decisis and the
constitutional balance of power between legislature and judiciary. The means
employed are equally disquieting for the treatment of religion qua religion
generally in Canadian law and for the relationships before the law of various
religious groups, both Christian and non-Christian, in Canada.
The repeated reversals and inconsistencies over time in the application of
s. 8(1)(c) suggest thatthe section may no longer be administratively manageable
as currently drafted . This is unremarkable given the tremendous changes in the
religious landscape ofCanada since 1949. Not onlyhaveChristian organizations
increased in numbers and organizational styles but many non-Christian religious
organizations have also appeared, reflecting the changing immigration patterns
of the past half century . Section 8 (1)(c) accurately and fairly encompassed the
varieties of Christian ministry and service exemplified in Canada in midcentury, but no longer does. Sympathy for Revenue Canada and the judiciary
in adapting its phrasing to a dynamic and complex religious landscape is not illplaced. Nevertheless, the role of thejudiciary is to interpret and not, ipsofacto,
to repeal legislation enacted by Parliament.
The interpretations given to "clergy," "minister" and"ministering" constitute
a reasonable expansion of those words to incorporate ecclesiastical
understandings ofministry more prevalent in Canada in 1999 than in 1949. The
interpretations given to "religious orders" and . "congregation" do not . There
was no evidence cited by the court that any of the religious organizations before
it had previously described themselves as "religious orders" for purposes other
than obtaining tax relief for their employees . Nor, if they were true to their
evangelical Protestant heritage could they do so with theological or moral
integrity .
While judicial interpretations of "clergy," "minister" and "ministering"
constituted logical extensions oftraditional meanings of these words, both in a
technical, that is, theological, sense and in a non-technical sense, the definition
of "religious orders," for example satisfies neither standard . Indeed, as a mere
statement ofhow all professing Christians are required to conduct theirlives, the
six-parttest devised by Bowman J.T.C .C . amounts to a complete gutting ofany
meaning, either theological or otherwise, that might be given to the phrase
"religious orders ." Did Parliament truly intend the phrase to haveno distinctive
meaning whatever? No existing rules ofstatutory interpretation can support this
outcome . Nor is it sustainable in light of the principle of stare decisis which
would have required the learned judge to apply the meanings given in Zylstra,
unless these cases were truly distinguishable on their facts. The court did not
address how these cases were factually distinguishable and merely dismissed
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Zylstra as the personal views of ajudge and non-binding.
Judicial failure to acknowledge the historical distinctiveness of religious
orders as a Christian lifestyle different from, although not spiritually superior
to, 92 to that required ofprofessing Christians, generallyledthe courtto reliance
on non-legal criteria to interpret the legislation. Judicial admiration for the
social service work done by the taxpayers is notonlynot alegaltestfor statutory
interpretation but is also a disservice to religion qua religion as a dimension of
human life to be acknowledged in the law in any civil society. Explicit judicial
bias for one theological understanding of ministry or of religious lifestyles is
also not only not a test for statutory interpretation but is also a dangerous
precedent to set in a civil society characterized by religious pluralism and in
which constitutional standards sustainreligious pluralism as acivic ideal. Once
societies becomereligiously pluralistic, maintaining equilibrium requires great
sensitivity to and respect for religious differences, even byjudges inclined to
activity .
The fundamental tax policy questions posed by these cases remain to be
resolved . The unanswered question is that posed-by the cases themselves o£
Whether religious organizations like those of the taxpayers and the taxpayers
themselves should even qualify for the clergy residence deduction. When
legislative words have such enhanced meanings, how are those who qualify to
be distinguishedfrom those who do not qualify? As interpreted by the court, the
criteria set out in s. 8(1)(c) have outlived their descriptiveutility . The broader
question,is whether s. 8(1)(c) has also outlived its social, utility:- should tax
privileges of this type continue in . a pluralistic society? Why should caregivers,
for example, who are employed by a "religious order" for the purposes of s.
8(l)(c) receive tax relief while those providing the same social service but
employed by private or public agencies do not?
By suggesting that social service undergirds his decisions, Bowman
J.T.C.C.has completelyundermined thetaxpayers and thereligious organizations
for which he expressed admiration . He has also completely undermined the
decisions themselves . If religion qua religion is not being privileged by s.
8(1)(c), then why should religious taxpayers be privileged by the tax system at
all?When it is recalled that "clergy" stipends areinline with average individual
incomes in Canada without the residence deduction, the need to indirectly
subsidize clergy, who are as free as other taxpayers to engage inmore lucrative
employment, deserves review as a principle of tax policy . Inevitably, whether
indirect tax subsidies should exist for religious organizations at the expense of
all taxpayers will also require future reconsideration. By asserting that the
legislativepolicy fors. 8(1)(c) is to compensate Christian"clergy"for"financial
sacrifices," Bowman J.T.C.C. may well have done more injury as a friend than
any enemy could have done .

92

The learnedjudge's contrary opinion, notwithstanding.
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Once these taxpayers and their sponsoring organizations entered the
"through the looking-glass" world of civil litigation, they exposed themselves
to the possibility that the image they entertain of themselves may not be similar
to the image others have of them . That is the way of reflections in the mirror:
to deceive the viewer . Once the taxpayers persuaded an activist judge that the
meanings they wished to give to the legislation should prevail, they opened a
debate about the meaning of words to which other stakeholders in the Canadian
polity wishto contribute . That istheway ofwords : to invite debate . For religious
institutions in Canada, Humpty Dumpty's "nice knock-down argument" might
prove shatteringly prophetic:
"When I use a word," Humpty Dumpty said, in rather a scornful tone, "it
means just what I choose it to mean-neither more nor less."
"The question is," said Alice, "whether you can make words mean so many
different things ."
"The question is," said Humpty Dumpty, "which is to be master-that's
all."93

Postscript: Since this comment was written and accepted for publication in the
summer of 1999, the Canada Customs andRevenue Agency has released a new
interpretation bulletin in light of these decisions: Interpretation Bulletin IT141R (4May2000). Nothing inthat bulletin would cause meto re-write any part
ofthe comment but the reader should be aware of its existence and of ongoing
litigation in this area.

93

L. Carroll, Through the Looking Glass (London, 1872), ch . 6.

